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Abstract
Anthropogenic aerosols are composed of a variety of aerosol
types and components including water-soluble inorganic species
(e.g., sulfate, nitrate, ammonium), condensed organic species, elemental or black carbon, and mineral dust. Previous estimates of the
clear sky forcing by anthropogenic sulfate aerosols and by organic
biomass-burning aerosols indicate that this forcing is of sufficient
magnitude to mask the effects of anthropogenic greenhouse gases
over large regions. Here, the uncertainty in the forcing by these
aerosol types is estimated. The clear sky forcing by other anthropogenic aerosol components cannot be estimated with confidence,
although the forcing by these aerosol types appears to be smaller
than that by sulfate and biomass-burning aerosols.
The cloudy sky forcing by anthropogenic aerosols, wherein
aerosol cloud condensation nuclei concentrations are increased,
thereby increasing cloud droplet concentrations and cloud albedo
and possibly influencing cloud persistence, may also be significant.
In contrast to the situation with the clear sky forcing, estimates of the
cloudy sky forcing by anthropogenic aerosols are little more than
guesses, and it is not possible to quantify the uncertainty of the
estimates.
In view of present concerns over greenhouse gas-induced climate change, this situation dictates the need to quantify the forcing by
anthropogenic aerosols and to define and minimize uncertainties in
the calculated forcings. In this article, a research strategy for improving the estimates of the clear sky forcing is defined. The strategy
encompasses five major, and necessarily coordinated, activities:
surface-based observations of aerosol chemical and physical properties and their influence on the radiation field; aircraft-based observations of the same properties; process studies to refine model
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treatments; satellite observations of aerosol abundance and size
distribution; and modeling studies to demonstrate consistency between the observations, to provide guidance for determination of the
most important parameters, and to allow extension of the limited set
of observations to the global scale. Such a strategy, if aggressively
implemented, should allow these effects to be incorporated into
climate models in the next several years. A similar strategy for
defining the magnitude of the cloudy sky forcing should also be
possible, but the less firm understanding of this forcing suggests that
research of a more exploratory nature be carried out before undertaking a research strategy of the magnitude recommended for the clear
sky forcing.

1. Introduction
Recent applications of coupled atmospheric chemical/radiative transfer models have demonstrated, by
utilizing empirical aerosol scattering properties, that
anthropogenic sulfate and biomass combustion aerosols in the troposphere may cause a clear sky climatic
forcing that is comparable in magnitude but opposite
in sign to forcing by anthropogenic greenhouse gases
(Charlson et al. 1990,1991,1992; Penner et al. 1991,
1992a; IPCC 1992, Kiehl and Briegleb 1993). Although these estimates are still quantitatively uncertain, the uncertainty is not great enough to allow the
aerosol forcing to be negligible. Unlike greenhouse
gases, however, these aerosol particles are not uniformly distributed over the globe but are found mainly
in regions influenced by industrial emissions and
sporadically over areas where biomass is burned. This
nonuniform distribution, in conjunction with the greenhouse forcing, leads to a differential spatial forcing
with net heating in some areas and net cooling in
others and with, as yet, unevaluated climate impact.
The industrial haze is currently largely over the Northern Hemisphere, causing a spatially nonuniform,
present-day forcing that ranges from zero in clean
areas of the Southern Hemisphere to perhaps
- 4 W rrr 2 (annual average) across regions of one
thousand to a few thousand square kilometers. It has
been suggested that this aerosol forcing may have
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nonuniform changes in the chemical composition of
the atmosphere. Because the anthropogenic forcings
have grown rapidly to their present levels from magnitudes that were inconsequential before the middle of
the last century (cf. Fig. 1), it is also necessary to
quantify the history of the anthropogenic forcing in
order to interpret historical temperature records
(Schlesinger et al. 1992; Wigley and Raper 1992).
Future spatially nonuniform changes in emissions of
aerosol and aerosol-precursor gases may also be
expected; for example, sulfate concentrations and the
resultant forcing have already decreased in the United
States and western Europe
because of controls for reduction
of acid precipitaThese findings make it mandatory to improve the description and
tion
but
are expected to
quantification of these aerosol effects in order to understand and
continue
to increase in
predict anthropogenic climate change generally and also the meteoChina and other areas berological and climatic consequences of large-scale, spatially nonunicause of increased indusform changes in the chemical composition of the atmosphere.
trialization. Ironically, it is
possible that actions taken
in the United States to control acidic deposition, by
biomass burning), elemental or black carbon (from decreasing the aerosol forcing, might enhance warmfuel combustion), ammonium (from fertilizer and bio- ing over the eastern United States.
logical sources), and nitrate (from nitrogen oxides,
Several central scientific questions must be anNOx). Because of this chemical heterogeneity (which swered in order to assess aerosol forcing in the
is known to be regionally nonuniform) and because it context of other global change issues:
is necessary to couple the geographical sourcestrength fields of the aerosols and aerosol precursor 1) What are the sign, magnitude, and spatial distribugases to model calculations of the forcing, it is necestion of climate forcing by anthropogenic aerosols?
sary to combine both chemical and physical aspects of 2) What are the rates and magnitudes of the physical
the problem.
and chemical processes leading to formation and
removal of the particles responsible for the forcing,
The estimated uncertainty in the calculated clear
what determines these rates and magnitudes, and
sky aerosol forcing is about a factor of 2 for the
how do these processes determine the size, chemianthropogenic sulfate component but is less well
cal composition, optical, and cloud nucleating propquantified for the other anthropogenic components.
erties of the particles?
Global average clear sky direct forcing has been
calculated as -0.6 W rrr2 for anthropogenic sulfate 3) What are the relationships between the aerosol
(Charlson et al. 1991) with a suggested lower bound
properties and the subset acting as CCN, and how
of -0.3 W rrr2 (Kiehl and Briegleb 1993). In addition to
do enhanced CCN concentrations influence cloud
\h\sdirect forcing, there is an indirect forcing of climate
radiative properties and lifetimes on regional to
by means of the action of cloud condensation nuclei
global spatial scales? What governs the size distri(CCN) modifying cloud albedo (Twomey 1977) and
bution of chemical composition of the aerosol and
possibly influencing cloud droplet longevity (and thus
what is its relationship to the number concentration
cloud cover) and/or precipitation. This indirect forcing
of CCN as a function of supersaturation? How is the
is potentially of comparable magnitude to that of the
relationship between CCN concentration and cloud
direct forcing but is less well understood and not
droplet concentration influenced by cloud dynamipossible to quantify.
cal properties such as updraft velocity, entrainThese findings make it mandatory to improve the
ment, and mixing?
description and quantification of these aerosol effects 4) What is the sensitivity of the forcing and its spatial
in order to understand and predict anthropogenic
distribution to changes in these processes? What is
climate change generally and also the meteorological
the uncertainty in the forcing and the sensitivity?
and climatic consequences of large-scale, spatially
What are the sources of the uncertainty?
offset the anthropogenic greenhouse forcing over
large portions of the Northern Hemisphere (Engardt
and Rodhe 1993), may have delayed the detection of
green-house warming (Wigley and Raper 1992), and
may have caused changes in diurnal temperature
variations over the United States, the Commonwealth
of Independent States (CIS), and China (Karl et al.
1991).
The relevant aerosol is composed of varying
amounts of numerous chemical species, mainly sulfates (from S0 2 ), organic condensates (from gaseous
precursors and primary combustion sources such as
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5) How has the forcing and its spatial distribution
changed in the past and how will it change in the
future?
There are additional questions regarding the climate response to the anthropogenic aerosol forcing,
and while it is important to state them, it is necessary
to recognize that they cannot be fully addressed until
the above questions are resolved:
1) What are the meteorological and hydrological responses to the nonuniform geographical distribution of aerosol forcing?
2) Are there systematic changes in the static stability
of the atmosphere caused by either backscattering
or absorption of solar radiation by aerosols?
3) Has the forcing by anthropogenic aerosol substantially masked greenhouse warming?
4) Has the sensitivity of a change in the earth's
average surface temperature to perturbations in
radiative forcing (as inferred empirically from historical temperature trends) been substantially underestimated because aerosol forcing has not been
accurately accounted for?
These questions regarding effects indicate that
considerable importance must be attached to quantifying the anthropogenic aerosol and to defining and
minimizing uncertainties in the calculated forcings.
This will require quantification of the natural aerosol
also because the anthropogenic contribution represents the difference between the total forcing (which
may be inferred from observations) and that from
natural aerosols. Also, for the indirect forcing, it is
necessary to determine the natural aerosol in order to
quantify the effects of nonlinear interactions in estimating the anthropogenic forcing. Aerosols in the
troposphere have been identified as posing the largest
single uncertainty in calculating the net forcing due to
anthropogenic changes in the chemical composition
of the atmosphere (Hansen et al. 1993).
In this article we first identify the several types of
aerosol influences on climate and the sources of
uncertainty in their magnitudes (section 2). In section
3 we present a strategy for quantifying climate forcing
by anthropogenic aerosols and outline the components of a research program to achieve this. Sections
4 - 7 describe these several components: process
research studies, surface and aircraft-based observations and closure experiments, satellite observations,
and synoptic-to-global-scale modeling and integration. Finally, section 8 points out how the results of this
research will permit improved assessment of the
climate influence of anthropogenic aerosols.
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FIG. 1. History of anthropogenic sulfur emissions shown in comparison to natural sulfur emissions. Anthropogenic sulfur is emitted
mainly (-90%) in the Northern Hemisphere. Width of shading represents uncertainty.

2. Defining and minimizing uncertainties
a. Key aerosol types
At present, it is impossible to estimate the overall
uncertainty in the climate forcing by the totality of
anthropogenic aerosol. However, if this problem is
subdivided (a) by aerosol type and (b) by forcing
mechanism, it becomes possible to define several key
contributions to the overall uncertainty. This approach
also allows a strategy for research to be developed.
The key anthropogenic aerosol types, their main
sources, and their respective forcing mechanisms are
listed in Table 1. This list is arranged roughly in order
of decreasing certainty and, possibly, in order of
decreasing magnitude of the estimated forcing. Although the aerosol particles may be characterized by
their chemical composition, the ambient aerosol is
inevitably a mixture of these components, with the
relative loadings of the different types depending on
proximity to their sources. In fact, many aerosol par-
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TABLE 1. Key anthropogenic aerosol types, sources, and associated forcing mechanisms.

Main sources

Forcing mechanism(s)

1. Water-soluble inorganic species
(e.g., sulfate, nitrate, ammonium)
and Si from coal combustion

Transportation, domestic
and industrial pollution and
(for ammonium) fertilization and
domestic animal excrement

a. Direct, clear sky backscatter of
solar radiation
b. Indirect effect of CON on cloud albedo
c. Indirect effects of CCN on cloud droplet lifetime

2. Condensed organic species

Transportation, domestic and
industrial pollution, and biomass
combustion

a, b, c

3. C(0), elemental or black carbon

Transportation, domestic and
industrial pollution, and biomass
combustion

d. Absorption of solar radiation, change IndT/dz.

4. Mineral dust

Enhanced airborne mobility of soil
due to desertification and deforestation

a, b, c, d, and absorption/emission of
longwave (infrared) radiation

Key anthropogenic aerosol types

tides are composed of internal mixtures of these basic
types (that is, individual particles composed of two or
more substances) and thus can be expected to exhibit
intermediate properties. Note that the main sources
also define the regions of greatest influence. Pollution
will be present mainly in the vicinity of eastern North
America, central Europe, and eastern Asia. Biomass
burning takes place predominantly in tropical and
subtropical South America, Asia, Africa, and Australia. Desertification has occurred mainly in Africa. These
anthropogenic aerosol types are present in a background of natural aerosols, of course, with regionally
varying source strengths and chemical components
that overlap with those listed in Table 1.
b. Anthropogenic sulfates, other water soluble
inorganics, and silica aerosols
Although they certainly do not account for all of the
forcing, sulfate particles are undoubtedly a major
contribution to this forcing, as well as being the most
thoroughly studied category of anthropogenic aerosols. Sulfate and associated cations are estimated to
make up some 60% of the aerosol mass with a
diameter less than 2.5/im in rural areas of the eastern
United States (White 1990). The direct backscatter of
solar radiation in clear skies (i.e., category 1 a in Table
1) by anthropogenic sulfate aerosols (AFS0=^lear) was
evaluated by Charlson et al. (1991) using a threedimensional model for sulfate concentrations together
with a model for light scattering. This evaluation
yielded a value of -0.6 W rrr 2 for the global average
perturbation to the shortwave radiation balance resulting from sulfate aerosols. The key quantities that enter
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into the calculation are listed in Table 2, together with
estimates of their central values and of the factors by
which they are uncertain, ur These estimates are by
no means certain, however, insofar as they represent
the parameters determined in a very limited set of
observations (see Schlesinger et al. 1992, for references to the studies on which the values in Table 2
were based). These uncertainties propagate into the
final evaluation of global mean forcing.
Because the several quantities in Table 2 enter into
the evaluation of forcing at any given location as
multiplicative factors, it is possible to estimate the
uncertainty in the overall forcing, assuming the quantities are uncorrelated, as ut= expp(log u)2]V2.
The resulting overall uncertainty is a factor of 2.3;
that is, if the global mean forcing were -0.6 W rrr2, then
the range of estimated global mean forcing is -0.26 to
-1.4 W rrr2. This range encompasses other recent
evaluations of this forcing by three-dimensional models (Kiehl and Briegleb 1993) and box models (Charlson
et al. 1992). Although undoubtedly much of the difference among various estimates of the forcing is due to
correlations among the several factors listed in Table
2, which are not accounted for in this estimate of the
overall uncertainty, this approach nonetheless identifies the key quantities that must be better determined
if substantial progress is to be made in reducing the
overall uncertainty. These include both "chemical"
quantities such as the fraction of emitted S0 2 that is
converted to sulfate aerosol and the mean residence
time of the aerosol, and "physical" quantities such as
the scattering cross section and the fraction of radiation that is scattered into the upward hemisphere. A
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further caveat is that the uncertainty estimate of Table
2 depends on the assumption that these data are
representative of the global atmosphere. Because
virtually all of the observations used to develop Table
2 were made at or near land or ocean surfaces, this
assumption must be questioned. Thus, we need to
determine whether the values in Table 2 are representative of values aloft and for a set of locations in and
downwind of industrial regions?
Another limitation on estimates of radiative forcing
due to inorganic water-soluble aerosols is that other
water-soluble inorganic species, ammonium and nitrate in particular, have not been included. Also, Si0 2
aerosols from coal combustion may be important
sources of fine particles downwind of coal-burning
regions such as Asia (Li and Winchester 1990a,b). It
is also clear that more data are needed to quantify the
effects of these substances because they may grow in
importance as anthropogenic emissions of S0 2 are
reduced.
c. Organic aerosols
Anthropogenic organic aerosols are both directly
emitted from combustion sources and formed by the
partial atmospheric oxidation of certain gaseous precursors such as aromatics, cyclic alkenes, and long
chain aliphatics (Grosjean and Seinfeld 1989). Many

molecular species have been identified, with perhaps
50-100 being the more common ones in industrial
regions (Schuetzle et al. 1975; Cronn et al. 1977;
Hildemann et al. 1991). The unspeciated organic
fraction of the aerosol in rural areas of the eastern
United States constitutes roughly 24% of the aerosol
mass below 2.5^im in diameter (White 1990), of which
approximately 70% is suggested to be anthropogenic
and combustion derived (Trijonis 1990). If the organic
aerosol size distribution is similar to that of sulfate,
mass scattering efficiencies would be similar. Thus, if
the change in reflected solar radiation due to anthropogenic sulfates in the eastern United States is
- 2 W rrr 2 (Charlson et al. 1991), the forcing there by
anthropogenic organics would be roughly -0.5 W rrr 2 .
No global evaluation or extrapolation of this estimate
is possible at present, however, nor is it possible to
produce an estimate of uncertainty. Organic aerosols
appear to be elevated in remote ocean areas in the
Northern Hemisphere relative to areas in the Southern
Hemisphere (Cachier et al. 1986), but the fraction
derived from anthropogenic sources is not known.
The global average direct forcing by the aerosols
produced during biomass burning has been estimated
as -0.8 W rrr 2 (Penner et al. 1992a). [These aerosols
are composed mainly of organics, but contain trace
elements of C(0) or black carbon as well as sulfates

TABLE 2. Factors contributing to an estimate of the direct forcing by anthropogenic sulfate aerosols and their estimated range and uncertainty
factors.3

Quantity

Central value

Estimated range

Uncertainty
factor u.

0.5

0.33-0.75

1.5

5.5

3.5-8

1.5

3.5-7

1.4

Fraction of S0 2 oxidized to SO~ aerosol
Average lifetime of atmospheric SO=(days)
2

1

• 5

Aerosol mass scattering efficiency (m g~ )
Square of atmospheric transmittance above aerosol layer

0.58

0.4-0.83

1.4

Fraction of light scattered into upward hemisphere

0.3

0.24-0.38

1.3

Fractional increase in aerosol scattering efficiency
due to hygroscopic growth

1.7

1.4-2.0

1.2

Square of surface coalbedo

0.72

0.65-0.8

1.2

62-81

1.15

0.35-0.44

1.1

1

Source strength of anthropogenic S (Tg yr )

71

Fraction of earth not covered by cloud

0.39
2 V2

Total uncertainty factor estimated as ut = expp(log u) ] = 2.3.
Result: If central value is -0.6 W rrr2, the range is from -0.26 to -1.4 W rrr2.
a

See Charlson et al. (1992) for an explanation of the equations used to derive the change in reflected solar radiation from the factors listed
in this table. In estimating the total uncertainty factor, we assumed that the probability distribution function for each factor was log normal
and that the several quantities were uncorrelated.
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TABLE 3. Factors contributing to an estimate of the direct forcing by biomass-burning aerosols and their estimated range and uncertainty
factors.

Quantity

Central value

Estimated range

Uncertainty factor ui

32

18-52a

1.8

Emission factor (gkg~1C in fuel)
Fraction of light scattered into upward hemisphere
2

0.3

1

5

Aerosol mass scattering efficiency (m g~ )
Average lifetime of smoke (days)
Square of atmospheric transmittance above aerosoi layer
2

1

Aerosol mass absorption efficiency (m g~ )
Amount of biomass burned (Tg C yr )
Fractional increase in aerosol scattering efficiency
due to hygroscopic growth
Fraction of earth not covered by cloud
Square of surface coalbedo

1.5

c

1.4

d

1.4

3.5-7

5

3.6-7

0.58

0.4-0.83

0.7

1

0.2-0.4

b

0.5-0.9

1.4

c

1.3

3800

3200-4500

1.7

1.4-2.0f

e

1.2
1.2

0.39

0.35-0.44

f

1.1

0.72

f

1.1

0.65-0.80

2 V2

Total uncertainty factor estimated as ut = exp[I(log u) ] = 2.7
Result: If central value is -0.8 W rrr2, the range is from -0.3 to -2.2 W rrr2.
a

b

c
d
e
f
9

Based on mean and standard deviation reported by Radke et al. (1991). Midvalue is near the mean of values for different biomass fires
reported by a number of authors [Andreae et al. (1988); Ward et al. (1991); Radke et al. (1988); Einfeld et al. (1991); Andreae (1991)].
Subjectively given a somewhat larger value than Schlesinger et al. (1992) because of uncertainties with respect to the effects of absorption
by soot in the aerosol (Wiscombe and Grams 1976).
Radke etal. (1988).
Based on a range of model results from Langner and Rodhe (1991) and Penner et al. (1991).
Estimated from 1/2 of range given by Crutzen and Andreae (1990).
Same as Schlesinger etal. (1992).
In estimating the total uncertainty factor, we assumed that the probability distribution function for each scattering factor was log
normal and that the several quantities were uncorrelated. Including the uncertainty due to absorption by the aerosol might widen the
range to -0.1 to -2.2 Wrrr 2 .

and other species.] The values of the factors contributing to the above quoted estimate of forcing together
with derived uncertainty ranges are given in Table 3.
Using the methodology outlined in Table 2 and considering only the direct scattering effect of the aerosols
leads to an estimated forcing in the range -0.3 to -2.2
W rrr2. The lower bound on this estimate should be
decreased to perhaps -0.1 Wrrr 2 based on absorption
by the black carbon present in the aerosol (Penner et
al. 1992a).
d. Light-absorbing, black or elemental carbon, C(0)
Black or elemental carbon is the principal anthropogenic light-absorbing aerosol species. Knowledge of
the regional, hemispheric, and global average burdens and distribution of C(0) is meager compared to
our knowledge of sulfate. However, even the limited
available evidence shows that this aerosol is found in
all areas of the globe where measurements have been
made, including the Arctic and Antarctic (Clarke et al.
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1984; Rosen et al. 1984; Hansen et al. 1988) and over
remote oceanic regions (Andreae 1983; Clarke 1989).
Estimates of global source strengths for C(0) vary
widely, from approximately 6 Tg C y r 1 to 24 Tg C
y r 1 (Turco et al. 1983; Andreae 1991; Ghan and
Penner 1992; Penner et al. 1993). Estimating the
emissions of this aerosol is complicated by the fact
that C(0) is a product of incomplete combustion and its
emissions from any given fuel use process depend
strongly on efficient combustion, with resulting large
variations in C(0) emission factors.
Light-absorbing carbon has two physical effects.
First, it exerts a warming influence on the atmosphere-surface system, thereby adding to greenhouse forcing (or decreasing cooling by the purely
scattering components of aerosols). Second, it removes heat that would be deposited near the bottom
of the atmosphere and instead heats the atmosphere
itself. This changes the vertical temperature profile of
the atmosphere, thereby influencing convection and
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mixing in the planetary boundary layer. Thus, even if
the influence on the global or regional heat balance is
small, the transfer of heating from the surface to aloft
might have distinctive physical consequences.
At present there is no widely accepted calculation
of the change in absorbed solar radiation due to C(0),
mainly because of the lack of sufficient observational
data. Values of aerosol single scatter albedo (a measure of the relative importance of aerosol absorption)
that have been measured in rural areas remote from
sources in the United States are close to unity
(Waggoner et al. 1981), but few measurements are
available for eastern Europe and Asia where C(0)
emissions may be much larger because of inadequate
combustion technology, low-grade fuels, and lack of
emission controls (Penner et al. 1993). The relative
amounts of S0 2 and C(0) emitted, and thus the
concentrations of sulfate and C(0), and the relative
effects of scattering and absorption in these regions
are expected to be different from those in more highly
industrialized regions such as the United States. This
situation demands that any strategy to quantify the
forcing by anthropogenic aerosols measure the aerosol components outside the highly industrialized regions where combustion controls are in place.
e. Anthropogenic mineral dust
The direct physical effects of the mineral dust
aerosols include scattering and absorption of solar
radiation and absorption of terrestrial (infrared) radiation. Hence, the radiative transfer calculation is vastly
more complex and dependent on many more descriptive parameters, including the sub- and super-^m-size
distribution together with its chemical composition. Of
central importance is the fact that silicaceous materials
absorb strongly in the thermal infrared region (8-14^m wavelength). In this calculation it is necessary to
know both their size and composition; even the sign of
the forcing can change depending on the size distribution (Grassl 1988; Fouquart et al. 1987). We note that
the direct forcing by anthropogenic sulfates does not
suffer from this uncertainty, because in its usual size
range its effect on thermal radiation (infrared) is weak.
Forcing by soil dust is clearly important (Andreae
1 9 9 4 ) , but unlike the calculation of forcing by anthropogenic sulfate, there is no well-developed computation of the magnitude of the anthropogenic enhancement of the mineral-dust source strength—for example, that due to desertification and deforestation. A
recent estimate of the natural forcing by mineral dust
is
W I T T 2 (Andreae 1 9 9 4 ) . Since the anthropogenic
component should be smaller, increased forcing by
this aerosol type may be of less importance than that
by sulfate. Efforts to quantify the amount of enhanced
mobility of soil due to desertification and deforestion
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should continue, however. Observation of mineral
aerosol is fraught with difficulties resulting from the
sporadic nature of dust storms and other events that
produce large amounts of dust, but regions with
seasonally persistant and ubiquitous dust storms (e.g.,
the Sahara and Gobi deserts) should be studied in
more detail to gain a better understanding of the source
strength and characteristics of this aerosol type.
f. Indirect effect of anthropogenic cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) on cloud albedo
The indirect effect of inorganic water-soluble aerosols acting as CCN and influencing cloud albedo is
even more uncertain than the direct effects summarized above. There is a considerable body of work that
establishes enhanced concentrations of CCN in
anthropogenically influenced air (e.g., Radke and
Hobbs 1976; Hudson 1991). Nevertheless, it is difficult
to extrapolate from such measurements to a calculation of global forcing due to anthropogenic CCN. The
several example calculations of this forcing that have
been published (Schwartz 1988) are all based on
assumed values of the anthropogenic CCN enhancement. This is because there are so few data on actual
CCN populations in remote areas potentially influenced by anthropogenic emissions and because of
poor understanding of the phenomena that control the
production of new CCN and their persistence in the
atmosphere.
The indirect forcing is almost certainly significant
because the global energy balance is very sensitive to
cloud albedo, particularly for marine stratus clouds
that cover approximately 25% of the earth. In turn,
cloud albedo is calculated to be highly sensitive to
changes in droplet number concentration. A relative
change of cloud droplet concentration of ±15% acting
only on marine stratus clouds is calculated to yield a
global change in heat balance of circa ±1 W rrr2.
However, the magnitude of the change in CCN from
anthropogenic sources of aerosol in areas covered by
marine stratus is not likely to be linearly dependent on
the source strengths of aerosol precursor gases (S0 2 ,
NH3, and NOx). Thus, one very large problem prevents
making a firm connection between aerosol mass
concentration and number concentration: small
changes in size distribution cause very large changes
in the relationship between number and mass. Because there is as yet no firm understanding of how to
predict the aerosol size distribution, the problem of
calculating CCN effects on the energy balance must
be viewed as fundamentally different from the direct
forcing by anthropogenic aerosols. The key to progress
must include the development of a means for describing the evolution of aerosol size distribution in space
and time.
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This matter is made more challenging because the area is that several types of activities, performed in a
ability of an aerosol particle to act as a CCN under the coordinated manner, are all necessary for developing
low supersaturation found in clouds depends both on a complete global assessment. However, all of the
its size and its chemical composition. Two features of necessary techniques and theoretical understanding
the latter are important: the water-soluble fraction and are available to permit such assessment, and quantithe presence of substances that influence water ex- fication of the direct forcing can proceed through a set
change rates such as organic films (Bigg 1986; Rubel of well-defined key activities.
and Gentry 1985). Thus, substantial understanding is
In contrast to this situation for the direct forcing,
needed before the CCN/cloud albedo/climate problem quantification of the indirect forcing of anthropogenic
can be considered as well posed. Another complica- aerosol particles acting as CCN and subsequently
tion is the possible influence of light-absorbing C(0) on influencing cloud albedo is not yet amenable to such
cloud albedo (Stephens
a well-defined set of activiand Tsay 1990; Chylek
ties. It is not yet possible
there is neither a theoretical nor an
and Hallett 1992) and the
to relate with confidence
empirical
basis to allow the necessary
influence of mixing prothe number populations of
global
global imodeling of the radiative effects
cesses that confound the I
CCN and cloud drops to
relationship between I
that
depend on the number of CCN.
thatdq
measured or calculated
CCN and droplet concenmass concentrations and
trations (Nov-akov et al.
size distributions of the rel1994). Consequently, no
evant chemical subestimate of the uncertainty in climate forcing from this stances. To be sure, measured cloud-droplet populaeffect is yet possible.
tions in air influenced by industrial emissions are
higher than in remote marine settings and empirically
exhibit a dependence on pollution (e.g., sulfate) cong. Cloud droplet lifetime/cloud cover
The possible influence of CCN on the rate of tent (Pueschel et al. 1986; Leaitch et al. 1992), but no
removal of water from the air or on droplet lifetime quantitative model exists that is able to predict this
(e.g., by means of changes in coalescence rates) is dependence. Some investigators have suggested that
also highly uncertain. To be sure, there are observa- production of new CCN is only weakly dependent on
tions that anthropogenically enhanced CCN popula- anthropogenic S0 2 , one of the major potential sources.
tions may reduce the likelihood of precipitation from Langner et al. (1992), for example, suggest that at
clouds (Radke et al. 1989; Albrecht 1989), thereby most 6% of anthropogenic S0 2 is available to make
raising the lifetime of water substance in the air. new aerosol particles. If relatively few of these actually
Whetherthis, in turn, causes increased cloud cover, or develop into new CCN (because of other sinks and
increased liquid water, thereby causing increased removal pathways for newly created molecular clusalbedo and possibly increased cloud greenhouse forc- ters and particles), the actual anthropogenic increase
would be relatively small. While it might seem possible
ing, is another question that is almost totally open.
Another possibility is that surface-active materials to use empirical CCN-SO;-cloud droplet relationships
(e.g., polar organic molecules) might change the in models (e.g., Leaitch et al. 1992), there are large
evaporation rates of droplets, thereby changing drop- variations in the observed relationships, and the mealet longevity (Bigg 1986). This presumably could lead surements have been conducted only in very limited
to changes in the lifetime of clouds and thus in the geographical regions. Thus there is neither a theoretical nor an empirical basis to allowthe necessary global
duration of the cloud cover.
The uncertainties associated with the indirect forc- modeling of the radiative effects that depend on the
ing call for innovative and exploratory research to number of CCN. This situation makes it imperative
permit even initial assessment of the magnitudes of that exploratory investigations be conducted that will
allow improved estimates of indirect forcing and forthese effects.
mulation of a detailed research plan to describe this
forcing in models.
3. A strategy for quantifying the climate
The following types of experiments are intended to
forcing by anthropogenic aerosols
demonstrate closure within the direct forcing terms of
the energy balance equation (i.e., internal consistency
Quantification of the direct forcing by anthropo- among the measured and modeled terms):
genic aerosols affords an opportunity to apply welldeveloped measurement and calculation methods. 1. Local (microscale) experiments, where all the local
The difficulty and chief limitation to progress in this
microphysical and chemical properties are inte-
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grated in an overdetermined set of observations
defining the local integral optical properties and are
tested for internal consistency.
2. Vertical column experiments, in which aerosol properties are measured along the extent of the column
and radiation is observed at the bottom and at the
top of the column, to account for changes in the
radiative transfer within the air column as a result of
light extinction by aerosols.
3. Synoptic-to-global experiments utilizing models and
satellites to account for large-scale changes in the
radiation budget resulting from aerosols.
The latter two types of experiments require simultaneous aircraft, surface, and satellite observations
and modeling. It is absolutely necessary that the
linkage of chemical, physical, and optical properties
be treated as parts of a single system. Although not as
achievable in the short term, there are three more
classes of closure experiment parallel to these for
indirect forcing (local, column, and large scale).
Identification of these closure experiments suggests that there should be five main types of activities
within an overall program designed to quantify climate
forcing by aerosols:
1) Laboratory analyses and process studies.
2) Surface-based (land and ship) observations for
both continuous and intensive periods.
3) Airborne observations of key aerosol and chemical
variables as well as radiation.
4) Satellite observations of upwelling radiation and
atmospheric extinction.
5) Model simulations to connect estimates of aerosol
sources to estimates of aerosol properties and to
the geographically dependent observations. Models are also needed to provide a global synthesis of
the spatially limited dataset.
None of these activities alone can achieve the
closure needed to quantify the forcing by anthropogenic aerosols. Here we outline a set of activities that
mainly address the direct forcing where progress
toward closure can be assured on the time scale of a
few years. Fortunately, many of the measurements
that are required for the direct forcing problem are also
central to quantifying the indirect (CCN/cloud albedo)
forcing.

4. Process research
To develop a prognostic model for climate change,
it is necessary that the direct and indirect radiative
forcing by aerosols be accurately represented in cli-
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mate models. To do this, the processes governing
these influences must be sufficiently well understood
to permit development of accurate parameterization
of the processes that must be represented in such
models. This section outlines areas where information
needed to do this is most acutely required.
As noted by Charlson et al. (1992), the aerosol
processes exerting important influences on climate
can be subdivided roughly into the following major
categories:
1) Processes governing the chemical and physical
properties of aerosols and the spatial distribution of
their concentration: sources of primary aerosols
and aerosol precursor gases; sinks of aerosol
precursor gases that compete with aerosol formation, gas to particle conversion processes governing the formation of new particles; particle growth
by the accretion of gaseous materials to existing
particles and coagulation of existing particles; horizontal and vertical transport processes in clear air
as mediated by clouds and precipitation; particle
removal by dry deposition; and particle removal by
wet deposition, including cloud droplet activation,
precipitation development, etc.
2) Processes affecting the direct radiative influence of
aerosols: size; chemical composition, including dependence on relative humidity; scattering and absorption cross section; and angular dependence of
scattering.
3) Processes affecting the indirect radiative influence
of aerosols: aerosol influence on cloud microphysical properties (especially drop size and number);
on cloud radiative properties; on cloud persistence
and precipitation development.
4) Meteorological response to these influences of aerosols: the response to perturbations in direct and indirect radiative forcing of anthropogenic aerosols,
and the response to perturbations in hydrological
processes resulting from aerosol influences on
cloud persistence and precipitation development.
Processes in categories 1 - 3 fall into the purview of
aerosol research under consideration here. Quantification of the processes in category 4 will necessarily
depend on quantifying the effects of the processes in
categories 1-3. The processes must be sufficiently
well understood to be accurately represented in climate models. Advancing and testing understanding of
a given process generally requires appropriate laboratory experiments and field measurements, and leads
to an improved model of the process.
Issues identified as particularly requiring research
are briefly outlined here and classified according to the
above categories.
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a. Processes governing the chemical and physical
properties of aerosols and their spatial distribution
1 ) NEW PARTICLE FORMATION

The size distribution of aerosol particles depends
on the number and types of new particles formed. Key
questions include: To what extent does new particle
formation in the ambient atmosphere consist of binary
nucleation of H 2 S0 4 and H 2 0? Is there significant new
particle formation involving substances other than
H 2 S0 4 ? IS the rate of new particle formation accurately
described by theories of cluster formation based on
formalisms such as that of Becker-Doring-Zeldovich
(e.g., Abraham 1974) using bulk properties of the
substance such as surface tension, vapor pressure,
and latent heat of condensation? What is the influence
of the existing surface area of aerosols on the rate of
new particle formation? What is the role, if any, of
electrical charge? What are the processes in the
atmosphere that contribute to new particle formation
[e.g., the role of clouds versus boundary-layer particle
formation versus free tropospheric formation (Radke
and Hobbs 1991; Hegg et al. 1991; Kreidenweis et al.
1 9 9 1 ; Clarke 1 9 9 2 ) ] and how important are each of
these in contributing to new particle and CCN formation?
2 ) AEROSOL GROWTH AND SIZE DISTRIBUTION

What is the mechanism by which newly formed
clusters (diameter ~1 nm) grow to particles in the
accumulation mode (diameter> 0.1 jum) having much
greater light scattering per unit mass? To what extent
does this growth take place in clear air? Which is the
most important mechanism: gas-phase reaction followed by condensation of monomers; reaction of
gaseous species in/on existing aerosol particles; coagulation of newly formed small particles (Lin et al.
1 9 9 2 ) ? To what extent does it involve aqueous-phase
reactions in clouds (Lelieveld and Heintzenberg 1 9 9 2 ) ?
To what accuracy can observed aerosol size distributions be modeled in terms of the component processes: new particle formation, mass accretion, coagulation, and removal (Hoppel et al. 1990; Hegg
1 9 9 0 ) . To what extent can the aerosol growth process
be represented only by sulfuric acid reactions? What
other inorganic or organic species are important?
These issues should be addressed at a number of
locations from urban to rural to marine.
3 ) PRIMARY AEROSOLS AND SOURCE STRENGTHS

Improved description is required of the source
strengths and physical properties of primary aerosols:
composition, size, composition versus size, nucleation properties, optical properties. To what extent, as
a function of location, do primary aerosols contribute
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to aerosol extinction and absorption? Improved characterization is required also of the source strength and
physical properties of biomass combustion aerosols
and aerosol precursor gases such as NH3 and organic
vapors.
4 ) SULFURIC ACID FORMATION RATE AND YIELD
IN THE AMBIENT ATMOSPHERE

A major uncertainty in estimating radiative forcing
by anthropogenic sulfate aerosols is the sulfate yield,
that is, the fraction of emitted S0 2 that is oxidized to
sulfate in the atmosphere. Present estimates of the
global average yield are about 50%, uncertain to about
20%. This yield, which in general is a function of
location and time, depends on the competition between the rate of S0 2 oxidation (in clear air and in cloud
water) relative to other S0 2 sink processes, mainly dry
and wet deposition. Consequently, improved description of these processes will lead to improved estimates
of the sulfate yield by both gas-phase and aqueousphase reactions. Key issues include confirming that
OH + S0 2 is the only significant gas-phase reaction
and improving knowledge of the rate or, equivalently,
the OH concentration. (This concentration is crucial
also to photochemical oxidant formation.) Further
issues require determining whether the reactions by
H 2 0 2 and 0 3 are adequate to describe the aqueousphase oxidation of S0 2 . Rate evaluations require
improved knowledge of oxidant concentrations, liquid
water content, and for 0 3 , pH. Other major unknowns
are the frequency of air parcels containing S0 2 encountering or being incorporated into clouds, and the
probability that such clouds evaporate to yield sulfate
aerosol, rather than precipitating the newly formed
sulfate to the surface.
5 ) DEPOSITIONAL REMOVAL OF S 0

2

What is the accuracy of present descriptions of dry
deposition of S0 2 based on surface-type dependent
dry deposition velocities (Walcek et al. 1986; Wesely
1 9 8 9 ) ? Can the description of the rate of S0 2 dry
deposition be improved, including dependence on
surface type, moisture, vegetation, and other controlling surface and micrometeorological variables?
6 ) IN-CLOUD SCAVENGING AND WET REMOVAL
OF AEROSOL PARTICLES

This is the major removal process of aerosol particles from the atmosphere (Slinn 1 9 8 3 ) . At present
the efficiency of this process is only crudely estimated,
with no consideration given to aerosol particle or bulk
properties. Improved knowledge is required of the
efficiency of this process and its dependence on
aerosol properties, especially to assess aerosol influences at large distances from source regions.
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7 ) DRY DEPOSITION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES

Dry deposition of aerosol particles is generally
considered a small term in the aerosol budget. To what
extent must this be explicitly considered in aerosol
budgets?
8 ) ACCURACY OF CHEMICAL
TRANSPORT-TRANSFORMATION MODELS

What is the accuracy with which chemical transport
and transformation models predict concentrations and
aerosol chemical and microphysical properties? Such
studies should be conducted in situations influenced
by a variety of chemical constituents and in situations
ranging from urban to rural to marine. A key question
is the spatial extent of the influence of continental
anthropogenic aerosols. Examination should be made
of vertical distributions, not just surface composition.
Improved ability is required to model specific situations in conjunction with field measurements so that
laboratory-based understanding can be confirmed by
field measurements.
As a function of location, what is the relative contribution to sulfate aerosol from anthropogenic and
nonanthropogenic sources? The source rate of biogenic dimethylsulfide (DMS) and its dependence on
marine biological processes and air-sea exchange
processes remain uncertain. The gas-phase oxidation
mechanism of DMS remains uncertain. What fraction
forms S0 2 ? What fraction forms methane-sulfonic
acid? Are other species involved? To what extent do
these contribute to aerosol and to light scattering? To
cloud nucleating aerosol?
9 ) INFLUENCE OF CLOUD MODIFICATION ON AEROSOL
LIFETIME

If, as noted previously, cloud properties and lifetimes are significantly influenced by increasing anthropogenic CCN, how would this influence the lifetime and size distributions of aerosols? Aerosols are
both removed by clouds (in precipitation) and formed
(through aqueous chemical interactions). Improved
understanding of aerosol-cloud interactions is needed.
b. Processes affecting the direct radiative influence
of aerosols
1 ) AEROSOL COMPOSITION INFLUENCES ON AEROSOL
OPTICAL AND RADIATIVE PROPERTIES

What is the influence of aerosol composition on the
optical and radiative properties of the aerosol? What
is the effect on these properties of the composition of
individual aerosol particles departing from the bulk
composition of the aerosol (external mixture) rather
than mirroring it (internal mixture)? These questions
pertain to the organic and black carbon or C(0) constituents of the aerosol as well as the inorganic con-
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stituents. To what accuracy can the single scattering
albedo, including its wavelength dependence, be inferred from the bulk composition?
2 ) INTERACTIONS OF AEROSOLS WITH WATER VAPOR

As noted above, uptake and loss of water vapor are
key influences on the size of aerosol particles and in
turn on the clear air optical and radiative properties of
the aerosol. In principle, the equilibrium water content
of a single particle, and in turn its size, can be specified
in terms of the composition of nonvolatile constituents
and the ambient relative humidity (e.g., Pruppacher
and Klett 1978). However, it is not clear to what extent
this picture is applicable to ambient aerosols. Issues
include: To what extent can the relative humidity
dependence of size of ambient aerosols be described
according to the equilibrium thermodynamic properties of the bulk composition? What is the influence of
organic films on the ability of ambient aerosols to
exchange water vapor with the atmosphere and thus
respond to changes in relative humidity? What are the
circumstances responsible for formation of supersaturated solution aerosols and for their efflorescence
to crystalline particles?
3 ) NONSPHERICAL AND/OR EXTERNALLY MIXED PARTICLES

To what accuracy can the light scattering of ambient aerosols be approximated by that of spherical
particles, or must light scattering by nonspherical or
inhomogeneous particles be included in models? How
accurate is the assumption of internally mixed aerosols in determining their light scattering properties?
c. Processes affecting the indirect radiative
influence of aerosols
1 ) AEROSOL ACTIVATION

What are the influences governing the activation of
aerosol particles to cloud droplets during cloud formation? What is the dependence of the efficiency of this
process on the mass loading and size distribution of
the aerosol? on the composition of the aerosol? on
organic surface films inhibiting water transport? To
what accuracy can cloud droplet number concentrations be modeled for realistic clouds with inclusion of
entrainment/mixing? What are the influences of repeated condensation-evaporation cycles? What is the
effect on the cloud nucleating properties of the aerosol
of the composition of individual aerosol particles departing from the bulk composition of the aerosol (external mixture) rather than mirroring it (internal mixture)?
2 ) RADIATION IN CLOUDS

To what extent is the two-stream treatment (e.g.,
Coakley and Chylek 1975) of enhanced cloud
reflectivity resulting from enhanced cloud droplet con-
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centration accurate? To what accuracy can albedo
enhancement resulting from increased cloud droplet
concentration be modeled for nonuniform clouds?
What is the extent of enhanced shortwave and
longwave absorption resulting from enhanced cloud
droplet concentration? Do ground-based and satellitemeasured cloud radiative properties agree with that
calculated from the observed microphysical properties of the clouds? What are the influences of CCN
composition on cloud optical properties? To what
extent is it accurate to ignore absorption resulting from
aerosol constituents in cloud drops, specifically that
including black carbon?
3 ) LIFETIMES OF CLOUDS

What is the influence of enhanced cloud droplet
concentration on cloud persistence and precipitation
development? What are the influences of the altered
radiative properties of clouds on their lifetime and on
precipitation development?

5. Surface- and aircraft-based
observations
To develop a set of closure experiments, it is
necessary to measure a nominally overdetermined
set of quantities that describe the climate-forcing
effects of aerosol particles. These quantities can then
be used as the basis for developing and testing model
calculations of aerosol radiative effects as well as of
the sources, sinks, and transformation processes
affecting the particles. They can also be used to refine
and validate the algorithms used to interpret various
remote (surface and satellite based) observations of
the particles. It is particularly important to recognize
that in situ or remote sensing of physical properties
alone is not sufficient, because chemical information
is required for identification and quantification of aerosol type and for quantitatively relating the aerosol
properties to aerosol and precursor gas sources and
source fields. This can be accomplished by surface
and aircraft-based observations. Surface-based observations are needed for a number of different regions and for sufficient duration to allow determination
of means, variabilities, and trends. Aircraft-based
observations allow determination of vertical and horizontal profiles of key aerosol properties, remote sensing of aerosol and cloud properties from aloft, and in
situ observations of cloud microphysical and chemical
properties.
a. Aerosol properties pertinent to the
direct radiative forcing
The basic set of quantities required to describe the
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direct interaction of aerosol particles with solar radiation includes the aerosol optical depth (<5), single
scatter albedo (co), and asymmetry factor (g), all as a
function of wavelength in the visible portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
The aerosol optical depth is the vertical integral of
the aerosol extinction coefficient (ae =crsp + o ap', where
x

<7sp is the aerosol light scattering coefficient and aap is
the aerosol light absorption coefficient). The aerosol
extinction coefficient is measured with a sun photometer (intensity of direct solar radiation) or a shadowband radiometer (difference of intensities of total and
diffuse-sky radiation). Note that particles at all altitudes, with potentially different chemical, microphysical, and optical properties, as well as clouds and
subvisible cirrus, contribute to the total optical depth,
complicating comparison of sun photometer and radiometer measurements with surface-based measurements. The situation is further complicated by relative
humidity and temperature, which are also not constant
with altitude.
The single scatter albedo, a measure of the relative
importance of scattering and absorption by the particles, is defined as co = osp !ge . It can be measured
directly in situ by separate determinations of crsp (with
an integrating nephelometer) and oe (with a long-path
extinction cell or atmospheric path), or from separate
determinations of crsp and crap [by measuring the decrease in light transmission caused by a deposit of the
particles on a filter or calculated from the imaginary
part of the refractive index as determined (see below)
with an integrating sphere or powder-reflectance
method]. Other approaches, based on inversion methods with different datasets, have also been used to
determine to with varying degrees of accuracy.
The asymmetry factor, defined as the cosineweighted mean of the angular scattering phase function,
J/?(</>) cos </)d cos 0
9

Jj8(0)afcos0

is a measure of the amount of radiation scattered in the
forward versus backward directions [p((j)) is the angular scattering function.] There are no instruments that
directly determine the asymmetry factor, but g can be
estimated from the ratio (denoted b) of the backwardhemispheric light scattering coefficient (absp, measured with a special version of the integrating nephelometer) and g The angular scattering phase function
/?(</>) can also be determined with a polar nephelometer, but unfortunately, such an instrument is not
commercially available and no research versions are
known to be currently in use.
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The three key in situ aerosol optical parameters
(a , (7bsp, a ) are all functions of relative humidity (RH).
Measurements of the humidity dependence of
a sp [f p (RH)] have been performed in a few locations,
but there are no corresponding measurements of
fbsp(RH) and /^(RH). T o relate the in situ measurements to column and remote measurements, as well
as to other in situ measurements at different relative
humidities, it will be necessary to determine the RH
dependence of these three key parameters. Proven
methods, that might be amenable to a long-term
monitoring program or airborne field studies, can be
used to determine /^(RH) and /^(RH), but determination off (RH) will require considerable developmental
effort to devise a workable approach.
Extinction budgets and estimates of aerosol radiative effects from global chemical models require knowledge of the mass scattering efficiency (a) of important
species—for example, sulfate (a so= ) and organic carbon (a oc ). Similarly, the mass absorption efficiencies
for absorbing species such as elemental or black
carbon are also needed to allow calculation of radiative effects from the chemical models. These parameters can be obtained from analysis of variance of
simultaneous measurements of aerosol chemical composition and optical properties. The statistical approach can be complemented by volatility processing
(differential-thermal analysis) of the aerosol prior to
the optical measurements, which allows evaluation of
the optical properties of classes of compounds with
similar volatility.
More fundamentally, the optical properties of the
aerosol are determined by the chemical composition
(which determines the complex refractive index of the
particles), shape, morphology, and number concentration of the particles as a function of size. Nextgeneration, global-scale aerosol chemical models are
expected to allow parameterization or even calculation of the size distribution of important chemical
species. Thus, simultaneous measurements of the
size distribution (both by number and by chemical
species) and key optical properties of the aerosol
particles are needed to allow evaluation of the ability
of models to calculate the optical properties of the
particles from the chemical variables predicted by the
model (see section 5b below for discussion of this and
other closure experiments). Differences in chemical
composition of individual particles of the same size
may affect the optical (and cloud nucleating) properties of the bulk aerosol, and the importance of such
compositional variations will need to be addressed in
the closure experiments. Size distribution measurements are also needed for refining and validating
algorithms used to interpret various remote (surface
and satellite based) observations of the particles.
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Detailed measurements of particle number and chemical size distributions are difficult to perform on a
routine (monitoring) basis and are more appropriately
the subject of intensive, short-term field campaigns.
Because in situ observations at the surface are
influenced strongly by source and removal processes
at or near the surface, measurements of aerosol
properties throughout the entire aircolumn are needed
to evaluate the representativeness of the surfacebased observations. Aircraft observations play an
important role here, but remote sensing of the aerosol
from ground level also provides important information.
Measurements of the vertical profile of the aerosol
backscatter cross section ( / y can be obtained using
lidar techniques, both from the surface and from the
air. Currently, most lidar systems require significant
technical support for operation and scientist-level
support to assure calibration. This would normally
restrict use of lidars to "intensive" programs. However,
it is possible to build lidars that are effectively selfcalibrating (Grund and Eloranta 1990) and use of
lidars of this type is extremely attractive for airborne
measurements and possibly for longer term, surfacebased measurement programs.
b. Local and vertical column closure experiments
As noted above, the fundamental microscale properties of the aerosol needed to evaluate the climate
forcing by aerosols are 1) the chemical composition of
the aerosol as a function of particle size, 2) the number
concentration as a function of particle size, and 3) the
number concentration in a given size range as a
function of relative humidity. These microscale properties are needed to evaluate the integral properties of
the aerosol through Mie theory, as noted in Table 4.
The chemical composition of the aerosol is related to
its refractive index, which is needed to compute the
Mie coefficients. Chemical composition also determines the response of the aerosol size distribution to
changes in relative humidity. Historically, the ratio of
absorption to backscatter crap/(7bsp has been used to
evaluate the effect of the aerosol on net upward
scattering in the earth-atmosphere system (Coakley
and Chylek 1975). Here, we wish to emphasize instead, determination of the chemical nature of the
aerosol, which determines the appropriate refractive
index used in the Mie scattering calculations for aap
and <7bsp. This emphasis ensures a connectivity between the chemical nature of the aerosol and its
physical effects, which is needed to evaluate anthropogenic influence on radiative forcing.
Given the relationships in Table 4 and their embodiment in models, one can design a local-scale closure
experiment to test the observed behavior of atmospheric aerosols against that predicted by theory. In
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TABLE 4. Model parameters for local closure experiments.

Fundamental microscale properties

}JB,X) = Mie scattering efficiency

Qa (R,A) = Mie absorption efficiency

Integral aerosol properties
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J

dcos(j>d\ogR

d\ogR
dcosfdlogR
dlogR

Q

dN(R)
d\ogR

= aerosol size distribution

N t .: total aerosol number concentration

such an experiment, the fundamental microscale properties of the aerosol (number concentration as a
function of particle size and relative humidity and the
chemical composition as a function of particle size)
are used with the theory to calculate the local integrated properties of the aerosol (a , aap, crbsp). The
latter are also measured and compared to the calculated values from theory. Table 5 presents a suggested set of observations of microscale properties,
while Table 6 presents a suggested set of observations of integrated properties to be compared to those
calculated from theory based on the measurements
given in Table 5.
Clear sky (direct forcing) column-closure experiments may be used to relate the transmitted and
reflected radiation at a number of wavelengths to the
local optical properties and total abundance of the
aerosol in the column. The relationships between
reflected and transmitted solar radiation and aerosol
optical depth can be combined in a radiative-transfer
model (which must also treat scattering and absorption by other components of the atmosphere and
scattering by the earth's surface) to yield calculations
of the direct and diffuse radiation fields at the surface
and the diffuse radiation field above the atmosphere.
The column-closure experiment requires that the
total scattering and absorption cross sections and
backscattering cross section of the aerosol be deter-
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mined as a function of altitude, along with the total
abundance. These features can be measured directly.
Alternatively, a more complete experiment (which is of
more relevance to the global-scale experiments discussed in section 7) would determine these aerosol
properties based on measurement of the microscale
properties of the aerosol (i.e., the aerosol number,
size, and composition). The aerosol scattering, absorption, and backscattering coefficients are used as
independent variables to estimate the total aerosol
optical depth, the absorption optical depth, and the
backscattering optical depth of the aerosols as a
function of altitude. Then, a radiative-transfer model is
used to calculate the direct and diffuse radiation fields
using the measured aerosol optical depths as the
independent variables. (The model will also require
separate observation of the vertical distribution of
temperature and water vapor.) The experiment will
yield closure when the calculated optical depth and
direct and diffuse fields are compared with observations of these fields. The transmitted direct and diffuse
fields may be observed from the surface, while the
reflected radiation at the top of the atmosphere may be
observed from satellite.
The importance of the column-closure experiments
lies in testing a number of assumptions that would
allow simplification of the number of observations
needed to perform a synoptic to global-scale closure
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experiment (see section 7). Thus, in a clear sky
closure experiment of synoptic to global scale, we
might proceed by assuming that the properties of the
boundary-layer aerosol adequately describe the properties of the entire column of particles. A columnclosure experiment allows this assumption to be tested
and also allows one to quantify the uncertainties
associated with this assumption.
c. Aerosol properties for studying indirect forcing
(cloud modification)
A strategy similar to that of the column-closure
experiments above can be employed for describing
the indirect forcing potential of the aerosol, beginning
with measurements of a few integral parameters and
proceeding in increasing complexity to detailed characterization of the particles. Initial research should
focus on the essential integral property of the aerosol
particles that describes their potential for influencing
cloud-droplet number concentrations. This integral
property is the number concentration of aerosol particles that become activated (i.e., grow to sizes larger
than their critical size, at the peak of the Kohler curve)
as a function of supersaturation (called the CCN
spectrum). Instruments for measuring the CCN spectrum are not available commercially, and although a
number of laboratories have built their own measurement devices, these instruments are not suitable for
routine monitoring applications. One instrument that
may be suitable for monitoring applications measures
the CCN number concentration at a single supersaturation and is commercially available.
Detailed aerosol characterizations are required to

explain the CCN spectrum in terms of the chemical
and microphysical properties of the particles. An important example of this type of analysis is the study
reported by Novakov and Penner (1994), which characterized the role of organics in addition to sulfates in
determining total CCN. Another important parameter
to determine is the amount that individual particles
grow in response to increasing relative humidity, as
most studies of this parameter have indicated that
specific particles of a given size grow much less than
others of the same size. This physical observation
must have a chemical explanation, and measurements of the ionic and insoluble composition of individual particles as a function of size will be needed. It
is also necessary to determine the chemical composition of the surface layer of the particles to evaluate the
influence of surface-active compounds on the hygroscopic growth characteristics of the particles.
d. Cloud properties for studying indirect forcing
The cloud properties that need to be understood
include the droplet number concentration and size
distribution, cloud albedo and optical depth, and cloud
frequency and spatial distribution. Because the aerosol forcing is strongest for relatively thin clouds, the
role of marine stratus was recognized early
(Ramanathan et al. 1989; Charlson et al. 1987) and is
a major element of the FIRE Project's focus on these
clouds (Albrecht et al. 1988). However, the current
research interest in midlatitude marine stratus draws
attention away from other cloudy regions likely to be
influenced by tropospheric aerosol (CCN) concentrations. Specifically, polar region stratus clouds need to

TABLE 5. Observations and recommended instrumentation for measurement of aerosol microscale properties used as independent
variables in a model calculation.

Observation

Recommended instrumentation

1) Aerosol size distribution with high size
resolution from 0.001 to 10^im

Differential mobility analyzer (DMA), optical particle counter (OPC),
aerodynamic particle spectrometer (APS)

3)

Tntal
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Aerosol particle composition in several
size classes (roughly four bins per decade in
the interval 0.1-1 O^im)

Impactor and filter samplers

Chemical determinations include
major ions
elemental composition
organic and elemental carbon
total mass

Ion chromatography
PIXEorXRP
Volatilization/oxidation and C0 2 analysis
Electrobalance
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TABLE 6. Observations and recommended instrumentation for measurement of local integrated properties of the aerosol to be compared
to model calculations.

Observation

Recommended instrumentation

1) Aerosol scattering coefficient at three or more
wavelengths in the 450-850-nm interval at low
reference relative humidity

Integrating nephelometer

2) Aerosol hemispheric backscatter coefficient at three
or more wavelengths in the 450-850-nm interval at
low reference relative humidity

Integrating nephelometer equipped with backscatter shutter

3) Aerosol absorption coefficient at three or more
wavelengths in the 450-850-nm interval

Light attenuation through a filter deposit

4) Hygroscopic growth characteristics of the aerosol

Tandem differential mobility analyzer
Humidity-controlled nephelometer

be examined (especially in summertime) as well as
altostratus and altocumulus clouds, which may be just
as important as marine stratus, given their similar
global coverages.
Some of the properties needed to quantify indirect
forcing require in situ observations, whereas others
require the use of remote sensing techniques. Closure
experiments are needed on the microscale (precloud
CCN supersaturation spectrum versus droplet number concentration near cloud base), for the vertical
column (integrated optical depth calculated from droplet size distribution versus measured optical depth;
optical effective radius versus values deduced from
remote observations), and for the synoptic/regional
scale (measured distributions of cloud albedo versus
calculated albedos from global aerosol chemical/microphysical models). Thus, for example, similar to the
clear sky vertical column closure experiments discussed above, one may define cloudy sky closure
experiments, wherein the transmitted and reflected
radiation are related to the optical properties of the
drops (which depend on their size), the total liquid
water content of the cloud, and its vertical extent.
However, because quantification of the indirect effect
requires a substantial gain in fundamental understanding, we suggest starting slowly. Valuable types
of experiments include the following:
1) Examine layer cloud systems well downwind of
major source regions and determine whether the
droplet radii increase with distance from the source.
The characteristic decay time/distance should be
the same as that for aerosol number concentration,
and thus should provide an estimate of the global
cloud fraction that might be altered.
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2) Examine layer cloud systems upwind and downwind of pollution source areas. This is similar to the
"ship track" observations that have been performed,
but on a spatial scale that is a factor of 10 larger.
Islands with industry or seasonal biomass fires may
be opportune locations.
Spectral observations of clouds hold promise for
this experiment, but it appears that the optimum
wavelengths will not be available until MODIS-N is
launched on EOS. Prior to this, airborne measurements taken with cross-track scanners from above
cloud tops at 0.75 and 2.15 ^m have been shown by
in situ measurements to give reliable observations of
the effective droplet radius and optical depth (Nakajima
etal. 1991).
e. Measurement strategies
The guiding principle for defining measurement
strategies for surface and aircraft-based measurement programs is the integration of 1) simultaneous
measurements of the aerosol chemical, microphysical, and optical properties, described in sections 5a
and 5b; 2) measurements made from the surface with
measurements made aloft; and 3) surface- and aircraft-based measurement programs with laboratory,
satellite, and modeling studies.
Measurements of each of the key aerosol types
should be made in, as well as downwind of, the source
regions. Both long-term continuous and intensive
(short term) experiments are needed for the surfaceand aircraft-based measurement programs. Longterm continuous measurements are aimed at characterizing means, variabilities, and trends of key aerosol
properties, while intensive experiments focus on ob-
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taining closure between various measured and modeled properties of the particles. The actual extent of
each type of observation depends on the inherent
variabilities of each of the key aerosol types. Sufficient
data are needed to define the uncertainty and variability, and causes for both. Additionally, short-term measurement programs are needed as a supplement to
the long-term programs for parameters that are not
amenable to routine monitoring.
An organizational foundation for a global-scale,
long-term aerosol monitoring program aimed at minimizing the uncertainties of estimates of the climate
forcing resulting from anthropogenic aerosols is provided by the aerosol component of the World Meteorological Organizations's Global Atmosphere Watch
(GAW). The GAW network consists of a large number
of "regional" sites where a limited set of aerosol
properties (aerosol optical depth, total number concentration, and size-resolved mass and chemical composition) are determined. Together with regular shipbased observations of similar properties over the
oceans, this network should provide a suitable dataset
for global-scale testing of model predictions of distributions of aerosols in the boundary layer (see section
7). The spatial and seasonal distributions thus derived, combined with satellite observations of aerosol
optical depth, will help to refine parameterizations of
aerosol removal processes in global models.
The GAW network also has about 20 "global" sites
where, in addition to the basic measurements made at
the "regional" sites, a much more comprehensive set
of aerosol measurements will be obtained, including
aerosol light scattering coefficient (total and backward
hemispheric), CCN number concentration, and aerosol size distribution. These fully instrumented sites are
logical candidates for closure experiments, as well as
for intensive studies of aerosol properties and processes not included in the routine measurements
(e.g., hygroscopic growth characteristics of the particles). The U.S. Department of Energy's Atmospheric
Radiation Measurement (ARM) program is also instrumenting a number of sites with similar aerosol
capabilities and also has a focus on cloud measurements. These sites are logical candidates for both
clear and cloudy sky closure experiments (Penner et
al. 1992b).
Instrumented aircraft offer the only direct way of in
situ measurement of the backscattered radiance and
absorption coefficient as a function of height, and the
optical depth as a function of height. Such measurements offer the most direct means of augmenting the
surface observations to produce a complete set of
measurements. However, given the costs and difficulties associated with airborne sampling, a two-tiered
approach is suggested.
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1. Standard aircraft measurements on a regular schedule using utility aircraft with moderate capacity and
low operating costs. Such a platform could provide
routine soundings at several sites.
2. Intensive aircraft measurements, using transportsized aircraft with sophisticated research systems,
including advanced remote sensing tools, during
infrequent campaigns.
The notion of regularly using a single aircraft to
support surface observations in a nearly continuous
circuit of geographically distributed sites is both novel
and very attractive for this program. Until recently
such a program would have foundered on either small
capability or high cost, but the advent (for the airfreight
industry) of single engine, turboprop, utility aircraft
(which have very low operating costs and very high
dispatch reliability) makes it quite practical. Such an
airplane could operate essentially continually, shuttling to sites across the United States, for example,
with a roughly weekly schedule. Instrumentation on
the aircraft should be kept fairly simple: a suite of
spectral radiometers, in situ measurements of aerosol
scattering, hemispheric backscattering and absorption coefficients, and simple chemical samplers. Such
a program of shuttling to several surface monitoring
sites (where cooperative vertical soundings would be
made) not only would augment the surface program
with soundings but would also add observation over a
wide geographical scale.
The focus of the short-term, intensive airborne
campaigns would be for closure experiments on
scales from the microscale to continental. A comprehensive suite of instruments would allow acquisition
of an over-determined set of parameters relating the
chemical, microphysical, and optical properties of the
particles, for comparison with surface- and satellitebased observations as well as with model calculations. In addition to closure experiments, process
studies (section 4) will also require intensive airborne
sampling.

6. Satellite observations
Because of the substantial spatial and temporal
variability of aerosol characteristics, an assessment of
the climate impacts of aerosols is possible only with a
coordinated program that includes global monitoring
with satellite observations that permits retrieval of
aerosol abundance and size. However, remote sensing of aerosol properties poses challenges that to date
have been addressed only to a very limited extent. A
change in the radiation field caused by aerosols can be
of a magnitude that is significant for climate perturba-
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scattering within the water), so considerable effort has
been expended in attempting to develop accurate
methods for removing the atmospheric contribution to
the satellite-measured radiances (cf. Gordon et al.
1983; Deschamps et al. 1983; Gordon and Castano
1987). Because the backscattering from the variable
amount of aerosol is a major factor in the atmospheric
contribution to the observed radiance, it might be
supposed that a natural by-product of the atmospheric
correction of the CZCS data would be quantitative
information on the aerosol. However, most methods
for performing the atmospheric correction have in fact
been designed to avoid the explicit retrieval of aerosol
conditions, and proposed procedures for estimating
aerosol optical depth and possibly particle size
(cf. Aranuvachapun 1986) have not been adopted for
routine, operational appli-cation
to the CZCS observations.
Except during periods following volcanic eruptions that signifiAt present, the only operacantly increase aerosol loading in the stratosphere, the largest
tional data product on aerosols
contribution to the total column aerosol amount is from the lower other than the SAGE II occultation profiles is the total column
troposphere, below the lowest altitude that the occultation
optical thickness obtained usmethod can probe even in cloud-free conditions.
ing channel-1 (0.58-0.68 jum)
radiances from the Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) on the NOAA
polar-orbiting
environmental
satellites (Rao et al. 1988).
such measurements; however, the restriction to satelBecause
of
difficulty
in
dealing
with the spatial variabillite sunrise/sunset locations leads to a sparse distribuity
and
relatively
higher
reflectivity
of the surface over
tion of aerosol extinction profiles.
land,
the
aerosol
retrieval
is
applied
only over the
Except during periods following volcanic eruptions
ocean,
which
is
assumed
to
be
adequately
reprethat significantly increase aerosol loading in the stratosented
in
the
algorithm
model
by
a
Lambertian
radiator
sphere, the largest contribution to the total column
aerosol amount is from the lower troposphere, below of albedo 0.015. There has been no extensive validathe lowest altitude that the occultation method can tion of the retrieved aerosol optical thickness to ascerprobe even in cloud-free conditions. Most techniques tain the typical accuracy but it seems likely that an
proposed for retrieving the tropospheric aerosol from individual observation has an uncertainty equal or
satellite observations rely upon the increase in solar greater than of order 0.05-0.1; that is, of the same
radiation reflected by the surface and atmosphere order as that of the background level for tropospheric
caused by the additional backscattering from the aerosols over the oceans. This is clearly inadequate
aerosol. Because this increase in radiance may often for estimating climate forcing. Despite cloud screenbe modest, such an approach is best suited for ing tests using brightness temperatures from the
conditions where the surface has a low albedo that can AVHRR thermal channels and the channel-3 radiance
be accurately estimated a priori—for example, obser- at 3.7 ^m, the inferred aerosol optical thickness is
undoubtedly at times subject to ambiguity caused by
vations over the ocean well away from sun glint.
optically
thin or subpixel clouds. There have been
The coastal-zone color scanner (CZCS) on Niminvestigations
into extending the aerosol retrieval albus-7 has provided radiance measurements at five
gorithm
by
using
the AVHRR channel-2 (0.725-1.10
visible and near-infrared bands (443, 520, 550, 670,
jurr\)
radiance
to
improve
the cloud screening and to
and 750 nm) with the objective of estimating the nearprovide
qualitative
aerosol
particle size information
surface concentration of phytoplankton pigments.
from
the
ratio
of
aerosol
optical
thicknesses at the two
Actual observations coordinated with surface meawavelengths
(cf.
Rao
et
al.
1989;
Durkee et al. 1991),
surements from ships indicate that the radiance
although
channel-2
radiances
are
affected by water
backscattered from the atmosphere is typically larger
vapor
absorption
and
therefore
must
be corrected
than the water-leaving radiance (i.e., the upwelling
using
additional
information.
The
NOAA
operational
radiance at the surface of the ocean due to light
tion but nonetheless appears subtle in typical remote
sensing scenes.
While a number of techniques for retrieval of aerosol properties from satellite measurements have been
investigated, the only instruments thus far flown that
were specifically designed to provide aerosol information are SAGE I, SAGE II, and SAM II. These experiments use photometers to observe the solar occupation at each satellite sunrise/sunset and thus determine the vertical profile of aerosol extinction in the
stratosphere and, in the absence of high-altitude
clouds, in the upper troposphere (cf. McCormick et al.
1979). Occultation observations are a particularly
sensitive method for aerosol measurement because
of the enhanced aerosol effects with the large
pathlength at the limb and the self-calibrating nature of
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algorithm has not yet been modified to such a twochannel retrieval.
The present capability for estimating global climate
forcing by aerosols with satellite observations is obviously inadequate. While SAGE II provides accurate
profiles of aerosol extinction in the stratosphere and
upper troposphere, the spatial coverage is sparse.
The one operational product (AVHRR) for the total
column aerosol is limited to coverage over the ocean
and has an uncertainty in the retrieved optical thickness that may be as large as the background aerosol
level. What do we require and what can be reasonably
expected in the future? At a minimum, satellite retrievals should provide total column optical depth with an
accuracy of order 0.03 for an individual observation so
that regional averages with an uncertainty of 0.01 or
less can be obtained. Uncertainties much larger than
this level will make the detection of climatologically
significant trends in the background aerosol amount
very difficult. In addition, to the extent possible, it is
important that aerosol size distribution and particle
optical properties such as the real part of the refractive
index be retrieved so that aerosol type may be monitored.
Planned or proposed instruments through the early
part of the next decade that may be relevant to
attempts to improve the capability for aerosol monitoring are listed in Table 7. They are listed in chronological order of the current expectations for deployment.
Although most of these instruments are designed
specifically for objectives other than aerosol retrieval,
there are improvements in sensitivity, resolution, and
multispectral coverage that are expected to improve
aerosol retrieval.
In the near term, the sea-viewing wide-field-of-view
sensor (SeaWiFS) instrument will provide accurate
radiances at six visible and near-infrared bands for
ocean color studies; like those from the predecessor
CZCS these radiances require atmospheric correction. It is hoped that the increasing interest in aerosols
will induce the necessary financial support for making
aerosol retrieval an operational activity for SeaWiFS,
although its coverage will, of course, be limited to over
the ocean. The AVHRR instrument will be modified
beginning with NOAA-K (launch expected in 1996) to
have a dayside channel 3a (1.59-1.78 jum), which is
likely to provide information that can be exploited for
extending aerosol retrievals to at least some land
observations. A proposed narrowing of channel 2 to
0.82-0.87 fim from the current 0.725-1.10 jum would
have helped by removing ambiguity that results from
variable water vapor absorption, but that change
unfortunately did not take place.
Three instruments in Table 7 exhibit measurement
capabilities that mark a significant departure from
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present approaches. The Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) intended for launch in 1998 on the
polar, sunsynchronous Earth Observing System (EOS)
AM platform uses multiple CCD push-broom cameras
to provide views at nine different zenith angles (Klaasen
et al. 1989). Thus, MISR obtains images in four
spectral bands of a given scene at nine different
scattering angles as the EOS platform passes overhead. Such observations for multiple scattering
angles are expected to improve aerosol retrievals over
the ocean and extend applicability to most land
scenes as well (Diner etal. 1989). Perhaps even more
potential is offered by polarization measurements
provided by the Earth Observing Scanning Polarimeter (EOSP) and the Polarization and Directionality of
the Earth's Reflectances (POLDER) instruments.
Multispectral photopolarimetry can be exploited for
the more pronounced aerosol signature in the polarization of the scattered light as compared to the
radiance. This type of remote sensing capability has
been demonstrated for observations of other planets
(cf. Kawabata et al. 1980). While its application to
terrestrial observations poses some challenges associated with contributions from the surface, it is expected that sensitive retrievals of aerosol optical thickness, particle size, and real refractive index will be
possible, albeit with somewhat lower confidence for
the latter two parameters.
The POLDER and EOSP instruments employ rather
different designs, reflecting an emphasis by POLDER
on multiple view images during a spacecraft overpass
to provide bidirectional reflectance and polarization
distribution functions, whereas EOSP is intended to
provide the highest possible polarization accuracy for
a larger number of spectral bands covering the visible
through the short-wavelength infrared. POLDER is
expected to be launched on ADEOS in 1996; EOSP is
a candidate instrument on the EOS AM-2 platform in
2003 and is proposed for a small Climsat mission with
a 1997 launch (Hansen et al. 1994) that would also
include SAGE III and a Michelson interferometer
(MINT).
The discussion of satellite observations thus far
has implicitly emphasized the direct radiative effect of
aerosols. However, we note that in most cases, the
same measurements and retrieval techniques used
for aerosols are applicable to clouds. In fact, the
retrieval of cloud optical depth and particle properties
in the cloud-top region with visible and near-infrared
radiance and polarization measurements will usually
be less difficult than aerosol retrieval. Systematic
compilation of both cloud and aerosol climatologies
are expected to contribute to the investigation of the indirect aerosol effects from the statistical perspective.
Although it is probably premature to predict specific
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TABLE 7. Planned and proposed spacecraft instruments for aerosol monitoring

Instrument/mission

Launch
date

Spatial
resolution

SeaWiFS

1993

AVHRR/NOAA-K

Probable
resolution in
optical depth

Spectral bands

Aerosol
products

4 km

443,500,565,
665,765,865 nm

Optical depth,
pa rticle size

0.05

Coverage only over ocean;
two thermal channels useful
for cloud screening

1996

4 km

630, 900 nm
1.59-1.78/im

Optical depth

0.1

New channel 3a for day
side use

POLDER/ADEOS

1996

6 km

443,490,565,
665,762,765,
865,910 nm

Optical depth,
particle size,
aerosol type(?)

MODIS/EOS-AM, PM

1998

250 m
500 m

659, 865 nm,
470, 555 nm,
1.24,1.64,
2.13/xm.
415,443,490,
531,565, 653,
681,750,865,
905, 936, 940 nm

Optical depth,
particle size

0.05

Spatial resolution and spectral
coverage should permit
accurate cloud screening

1 km

Comments

Polarization as well as
radiance at 443,665, and
865 nm; nonscanning CCD
array FOV43° by 50° deg.

MISR/EOS-AM

1998

2 km

440,550,670,
860 nm

Optical depth,
particle size

0.05

CCD push-broom imager
using nine cameras to view
multiple zenith angles along
spacecraft ground track

SAGEIII/EOS-AERO

2000

200 km

290-1020 nm
with 1 nm
resolution,
1.55/um

Aerosol
extinction profile,
particle size

NA

Vertical resolution of 0.5 km in
the stratosphere and upper
troposphere down to 4 km in
cloud-free regions

EOSP/EOS-AM2

2003

8 km

410,470,555,
615,675,750,
880,950 nm,
1.25,1.60,2.05,
2.25jum

Optical depth,
particle size,
real refractive
index (?),
aerosol type (?)

0,03

aerosol retrieval capabilities for the future, it seems
certain that there will be improvements in the breadth
and coverage of data that offer the potential for
developing greatly improved aerosol monitoring. Whatever the specific evolution in satellite instrumentation
and algorithm development, it is crucial that a wellcoordinated program of surface-based and airborne
observations be implemented to provide for the validation of satellite aerosol retrievals. The inherent limitations of remote sensing, even the more powerful tools
such as polarimetry, require such validation efforts
if we expect to acquire appropriate sensitivity and
accuracy.
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Polarization as well as
radiance at all channels;
proposed for small Climsat
mission with 1997 launch
feasible

7. Synoptic-to-global scale models:
Integration of process studies and
observations
Synoptic-to-global-scale aerosol models are needed
for extrapolation from the inherently local spatial scales
of observations to the larger regional, hemispheric,
and global scales required for assessment of climate
influences of anthropogenic aerosols. Such models
also permit predictions of the effects resulting from
changes in aerosol loading and attribution of past
changes in forcing resulting from human causes. The
only alternative approach to such global-scale de-
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scription of aerosol influences, that is, satellite observations, cannot distinguish aerosol composition and
therefore, cannot, by itself, be used to quantify the
effects of the anthropogenic component of the aerosol. Moreover satellite measurements cannot be used
to interpret changes in aerosol loading over the industrial era or to predict changes in response to changes
in emissions. Of course synoptic-to-global-scale aerosol models should be consistent with the results of
process studies and local and column closure experiments, but before they can be used with confidence,
it is necessary that they be examined by suitable
closure experiments. Here, we outline such an experiment that characterizes the geographical distribution
of the aerosol and its effect on reflected and transmitted solar radiation. This experiment utilizes observations from surface, aircraft, and satellites, such as
described above. Establishing that model results are
in satisfactory agreement with observations of local,
column, and synoptic-to-global-scale aerosol characteristics builds confidence in the models. Such experiments also provide a means to quantify uncertainties
in estimates of global forcing. Figure 2 illustrates this
strategy.
Present models are not able to predict, with adequate accuracy, the effects of anthropogenic aerosols on climate forcing. Most existing models treat only
a subset of aerosol types. They use empirical relationships for aerosol formation and loss processes and
between light scattering and absorption characteristics and aerosol mass concentration to determine the
radiative effects of the aerosol (see Table 8). There is

little or no account taken of the effects of different
chemical processes on the optical characteristics of
the aerosol. And there is little or no understanding of
the regional characteristics of the natural background
aerosol, which is needed to determine whether the
microphysical character (and thus the optical and
CCN characteristics) of the aerosol has changed
significantly over time. These basic characteristics
must be treated by aerosol models in order to quantify
the direct forcing by anthropogenic aerosols. In addition, eventually, the effects of the aerosol on cloud
optical properties must be properly treated. As noted
previously, this latter area requires considerable research , before any model treatment can be thoroughly
accepted.
A possible synoptic-to-global-scale experiment to
test and quantify the forcing calculated by advanced
aerosol prognostic models, might use a regional network of ground-level aerosol measurements (i.e., a
subset of the measurements listed in Tables 5 and 6,
together with measurements of total column optical
depth) to estimate the column abundance and optical
properties of the aerosol. More complete horizontal
closure experiments would add aircraft measurements
of microphysical and optical properties over extended
horizontal regions. Estimates of column optical depth
at a variety of locations might then be interpolated over
a regional grid to estimate the optical depths over the
region. Radiative transfer calculations could then be
performed over the region and the calculated reflected
solar radiation compared to observations of the reflected solar radiation by satellite. Synoptic-to-global-

TABLE 8. Existing synoptic-to-global-scale aerosol models.

Model

Species treated

Spatial and temporal resolution

Coupled radiative transfer?

LLNLa

DMS; fossil fuel S0 2 , biomass
and C(0) aerosols

4,5° x 7.5°, 12 layers, 6 hours

yes

Stockholmb

DMS, tropospheric volcanic and
anthropogenic S0 2 ; terrestrial sulfur

10° x 10°, 10 layers, monthly
mean transport

no

PNLC

DMS, North American and European
anthropogenic S0 2

4.5° x 7.5°, 12 layers, 4 hours

no

Oslod

North American and European
anthropogenic S0 2

300 km x 300 km, 10 layers,
12 hours

no

a

Erickson et al. (1991) updated in Galloway et al. (1992), Penner et al. (1991), (1993), and (1994).
Langner and Rodhe (1991).
c
Luecken etal. (1991).
d
Tarrason and Iversen (1992).
b
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FIG. 2. Examples of closure experiments used to quantify aerosol forcing.

scale closure experiments such as described here
should provide a good test of regional-to-global-scale
prognostic aerosol models.
Establishing that model results are in satisfactory
agreement with observations of local, column, and
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synoptic-to-global-scale aerosol observations will allow integration over spatial and time variations to
obtain calculation of the climate forcing caused by the
anthropogenic component of the aerosol. The differences between the calculated and observed charac-
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teristics can be used to quantify the uncertainty in this
estimate. Once the model adequacy has been determined, exploration of the consequences of various
policy options and/or historical changes in climate
forcing can be accepted with confidence.
Though it is probably premature to suggest closure
experiments on this scale for the indirect forcing
issues (because of uncertainties in relating aerosol
gas-phase precursors to the chemical and physical
properties of CCN and because of uncertainties in
relating CCN to cloud droplet properties), one might
develop such a strategy for quantifying the global
effects of aerosols on clouds once a better understanding of the uncertainties in the microscale and
column closure experiments have been determined.

8. Conclusions
It is crucial that a research program be established

to quantify the climate forcing by anthropogenic aerosols in order to understand and be able to predict the
overall meteorological and climatic consequences of
large-scale, spatially nonuniform changes in the chemical composition of the atmosphere. The prime components of such a program are 1) laboratory analyses
and process studies, 2) surface based (land and ship)
observations both for continuous and intensive periods, 3) airborne observations of key aerosol and
chemical variables as well as radiation, 4) satellite
observations of upwelling radiation and atmospheric
extinction, and 5) models to connect estimates of
aerosol sources to estimates of aerosol properties and
to the geographically dependent observations.
If properly coordinated, such a program should
enable the development of climate models that can
accurately assess the importance of anthropogenic
aerosols to climate and climate change. This will allow
policy options to be developed that are founded on
sound scientific knowledge. A research strategy has

Appendix. Glossary of Symbols and Acronyms
Acronyms

Symbols, terms
a.

aerosol mass light scattering (absorption) efficiency (m2g~1)
of species /—Ifor example, for /' = sulfate (S04=), organic
carbon (OC), elemental carbon (EC), etc.

ADEOS

Advanced Earth Observing Satellite (Japan)

ARM

Atmospheric Radiation Measurement

AVHRR

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer

<Te

aerosol liqht
f extinction coefficient,' ae = asp + oap

CCN

cloud condensation nuclei

(Tsp

aerosol light scattering coefficient

CCD

charged coupled device

<7ap

aerosol light absorption coefficient

CZCS

coastal-zone color scanner

crbsp
co

aerosol hemispheric backscattering coefficient
aerosol single scatter albedo, co = oJoe, or single scatter
reflectivity

DMS

Dimethylsulfide

DOE

Department of Energy

p

aerosol hemispheric backscattering fraction, p =

EOS

Earth Observing System

/3(0)

aerosol angular light scattering phase function

EOSP

Earth Observing Scanning Polarimeter

pn

aerosol light backscatter cross section, p n = p(n)

FIRE

First ISCCP Regional Experiment

g

aerosol light scattering asymmetry factor, defined as the
cosine-weighted mean of the angular light scattering phase
function

FOV

Field of View

GAW

Global Atmosphere Watch

cr b s p /<7 s p

<5p

aerosol optical depth, defined as the integral through a
vertical column of o
e
f.p(RH) humidity response function of <j]p, for j= s (scattering),y= bs
(backscattering), and j = a (absorption)
Q[r,?C) Mie light extinction efficiency for scattering (J = s) and
absorption (/ = a) for wavelength A and particle size r

ISCCP

International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project

MINT

Michelson Interferometer

MISR

multiangle imaging spectroradiometer

MODIS

Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

POLDER Polarization and Directionality of the Earth's Reflectances
SAGE

Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment

SAM

Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement

SeaWiFS sea-viewing wide-field-of-viewsensor
WMO
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World Meteorological Organization
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been developed here to quantify the direct forcing by
anthropogenic aerosols. If aggressively implemented,
this strategy promises to allow these effects to start to
be incorporated into climate models within the next
several years. To enable the development of a similar
strategy for quantifying the indirect forcing by anthropogenic aerosols, a less well-structured program of
basic research is required, wherein exploratory measurements of aerosol effects on clouds are made on a
smaller scale. Much of the effort directed toward
quantifying the direct effect of anthropogenic aerosols
on climate forcing will benefit subsequent programs to
quantify the indirect effects of anthropogenic aerosols.
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